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Cycle B Curriculum Overview Adventurers Years 3 & 4 September 2021
Science

Design and Technology

History

Geography

Art

Music

Computing

PSHE

To know and understand the features of a good friend and the
characteristics of friendships
To understand why it is important to be positive in relationships
with others
To know how to communicate their opinions in a group setting
To work co-operatively, showing fairness and consideration to
others
To know that most friendships have ups and downs, and that
these can often be worked through so that the friendship is
repaired or even strengthened, and that resorting to violence is
never right
To know what sorts of boundaries are appropriate in
friendships with peers and others (including in a digital context)
To understand that the rate at which we grow differs from
person to person
To show awareness of changes that take place as they grow
To know and understand how to look after our teeth
To understand what happens when we lose teeth as we grow
up and why this happens

School Theme
The Very Best
Version of Me
2 week
6.9.202117.9.2021

To know how to judge whether what they are feeling and how
they are behaving is appropriate and proportionate
To learn about the importance of self-respect and how this
links to their own happiness
To know the rules and principles for keeping safe online, how
to recognise risks, harmful content and contact, and how to
report them
To begin to make responsible choices and consider
consequences
To use ICT safety including keeping electronic data secure and
using software features and settings
To know how information and data is shared and used online
To know that for most people the internet is an integral part of
life and has many benefits
To know about the benefits of rationing time spent online
To know why social media, some computer games and online
gaming, for example, are age restricted
To know where and how to report concerns and get support
with issues online

Autumn Term

To create sketch books to record their
observations and use them to review and revisit
ideas
To improve their mastery of art and design
techniques, including drawing, painting and
sculpture with a range of materials
To know that the rule of thirds is a set of
guidelines used for composing artwork for 2D
mediums, such as photography, drawing and
painting
To know that artists use the rule of thirds when
creating landscapes, but that it can also be
used for subject matter, still life, figures and
portraits

Theme 1
Conflict
Law & Order
7 weeks
20.9.202112.11.2021

School Theme
Enterprise
Week
1 week
15.11.2021

Compare and group together different kinds of rocks
on the basis of their appearance and simple physical
properties
Know and describe in simple terms how fossils are
formed when things that have lived are trapped within
rock
Recognise that living things have changed over time
Curriculum and that fossils provide information about living things
that inhabited the Earth millions of years ago (UKS2)
Rocky the Know that soils are made from rocks and organic
Findosaur
matter
Compare and group materials together, according to
3 weeks
22.11.2021- whether they are solids, liquids or gases
10.12.2021 Know and observe how some materials change state
when they are heated or cooled, and measure or
research the temperature at which this happens in
degrees Celsius (°C)
Identify the part played by evaporation and
condensation in the water cycle and associate the
rate of evaporation with temperature
Christmas
1 week
13.12.2021

Pupils should be taught about a
local history study
To understand the significance and
difficulties of the work of Mary
Anning

Use and understand staff and other
musical notations
To know the basic notation values
To know what crotchets,minimsand
semibreves are
To know how to read simple duration
notation
To know the importance of listening to
each other when performing in groups

To use sequence, selection, and
repetition in programs; work with
variables and various forms of input and
output
To use logical reasoning to explain how
some simple algorithms work and to
detect and correct errors in algorithms
and programs
To know how to write an algorithm in a
flowchart
To understand and use repetition within
algorithms

Show awareness of issues affecting communities and groups
Recognise the need to take responsibility for actions
Identify and understand why laws are made and how they are
applied justly
Recognise the importance of local organisations in providing
for the needs of the local community
Reflect on how people can take actions, make a positive
contribution and have a say in what happens, both locally and
nationally
Reflect on the impact of people’s actions on others and the
environment
Work co-operatively, showing fairness and consideration to
others
Make decisions, giving consideration to the impact they may
have on others
Understand why rules are needed in different situations
Recognise that rules may need to be changed
Recognise the need to take responsibility for actions
Identify and understand why laws are made and how they are
applied justly
Recognise right and wrong, what is fair and unfair and explain
why
Begin to make responsible choices and consider
consequences
Behave safely and responsibly in different situations
Follow school rules about health and safety and know where to
get help
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To know that light is reflected from
surfaces
To find patterns in the way that the size of
shadows change
Theme 2
Culture

Spring Term

A World of
Difference
6.5 weeks
3.1.202218.2.2022

Music

Play and perform in solo and ensemble
contexts, using their voices and playing
musical instruments with increasing
accuracy, fluency, control and expression
To know the purpose of notation
To know how to write basic musical
notation
To know some songs associated with
Festivals of Light e.g. Hanukkah
To know how to choose and play a variety of
tuned and untuned instruments

Computing

To select, use and combine a variety of
software (including internet services) on a
range of digital devices to design and
create a range of programs, systems and
content that accomplish given goals,
including collecting, analysing, evaluating
and presenting data and information
To use ICT to explore alternative ideas in
order to refine and improve outcomes and
performances
To use a variety of ICT tools to create,
refine and present work in a variety of
ways
To use features of layout, presentation
and organisation in print and on screen
To use editing skills for visual effects

3 weeks
28.2.202218.3.2022

To create sketch books to record their
observations and use them to review and
revisit ideas
To know about great artists, architects and
designers
To improve their mastery of art and design
techniques, including drawing, painting and
sculpture with a range of materials
To identify that Jack Kirby is famous for his
comic style art
To learn that Jack Kirby was the creator of
Captain America and many more Marvel
characters
To know that various methods can be used to
create comic art

Theme 3
Communication
That’s All
Folks
7 weeks
21.3.202220.5.2022

Understand that everyone has different strengths
and weaknesses
Recognise their strengths and how they can
contribute to different groups
Identify and talk about their own and others’
strengths and weaknesses and how to improve
Self-assess, understanding how this will help
their future actions
Begin to reflect on their worth as individuals by
identifying positive things about themselves and
their achievements

Know the importance of sufficient good quality
sleep for good health and that a lack of sleep can
affect weight, mood and ability to learn

Active Week
1 week
23.5.2022

Theme 4
Conservation
Under the
Canopy
7 weeks
7.6.202221.7.2022

PSHE

Understand the term ‘diversity’ and appreciate
diversity within school
Learn about the need for tolerance for those who
are different from us
Recognise and challenge stereotyping and
discrimination
Listen to, reflect on and respect other people’s
views and feelings

Pupils should be taught about Britain’s
settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots.
Pupils should be taught about the Viking
and Anglo-Saxon struggle for the Kingdom
of England to the time of Edward the
Confessor

Curriculum
Under Attack/
A Right Royal
Battle

Summer Term

Art

To create sketch books to record their
observations and use them to review and
revisit ideas
To improve their mastery of art and design
techniques, including drawing, painting and
sculpture with a range of materials
To know that the mandala is a symbolic
representation of the universe in Tibetan
Buddhism
To understand that the mandala is derived
from the word ‘circle’.
To learn that Mandalas are used as a spiritual
teaching tool that helps strengthen meditation
and increase focus
To understand some of the features from
Islamic art

To identify and describe the functions of
different parts of flowering plants: roots,
stem/trunk, leaves and flowers
To learn about and explore the
requirements of plants for life and growth
(air, light, water, nutrients from soil, and
room to grow) and how they vary from
plant to plant
To investigate the way in which water is
transported within plants
To know and explore the part that flowers
play in the life cycle of flowering plants,
including pollination, seed formation and
seed dispersal

Pupils should be taught about a nonEuropean society that provides contrasts
with British history
To understand where names come from
and what they mean
To understand the relationship between
where we originate from and what our
names mean
To learn what it would have been like for the
Mayans, living in the rainforest

Locate the world’s countries,
concentrating environmental regions, key
physical and human characteristics,
countries, and major cities
Identify the position and significance of
latitude, longitude, Equator, Northern
Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere, the
Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, Arctic
and Antarctic Circle, the Prime /
Greenwich Meridian and time zones
(including day and night)
To learn about the Amazon rainforest

To create sketch books to record their
observations and use them to review and revisit
ideas
To improve their mastery of art and design
techniques, including drawing, painting and
sculpture with a range of materials
To know how to make close observational
drawings
To know how to use oil pastels in drawing
To know that the first form of body painting was
tattooing in the 16th century in Mexico and Central
America
To identify different methods of body and face
painting

Improvise and compose music for a range
of purposes using the inter-related
dimensions of music
To understand and explain what texture is
To know how to identify low and high
pitched sounds
To know the importance of listening to
each other when performing in groups

To design, write and debug programs that
accomplish specific goals, including
controlling or simulating physical systems;
solve problems by decomposing them into
smaller parts
To use sequence, selection, and repetition
in programs; work with variables and
various forms of input and output
To use logical reasoning to explain how
some simple algorithms work and to
detect and correct errors in algorithms and
programs

